Bibliometric Analysis of Community Nursing Trends on the Role of Nurses in Community Health Improvement
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ABSTRACT

This study employs bibliometric analysis using VOSviewer to map the landscape of health promotion research from 2004 to 2014. By analyzing research publications in this field, we identify thematic clusters, research trends, and emerging opportunities for future investigations. Our analysis reveals several thematic clusters central to health promotion, including health education, empowerment, community engagement, and the role of healthcare professionals. A temporal analysis of the research trends indicates a shift in focus from basic educational and community engagement strategies to more specialized areas, with a notable increase in research on mental health towards the end of the period studied. The examination of less illuminated areas within the network visualization highlights underexplored topics such as the roles of community pharmacists and integrative reviews, suggesting them as potential rich fields for future research. The study underscores the evolution of health promotion over the decade and points to new directions for comprehensive health strategies, aiming to bridge research gaps and foster interdisciplinary collaboration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Community nursing has increasingly become a focal point in healthcare discussions, reflecting a shift towards preventive care and community-based strategies [1]. Nurses play a pivotal role in this transition, offering services that extend beyond traditional clinical settings to engage with community health needs directly [2]. As the global population ages and chronic diseases become more prevalent, the importance of community nurses in managing health outside hospitals has escalated [3]. This has prompted a reevaluation of their roles and responsibilities, with an emphasis on their contributions to health promotion and disease prevention [4], [5].

The evolution of community nursing roles is also influenced by socio-economic and demographic changes [6]. In many regions, healthcare systems are burdened by increased demand and finite resources, necessitating more efficient and widespread health interventions at the community level [1]. Nurses are uniquely positioned to meet these challenges due to their accessibility and trusted status within communities [7]. Their ability to adapt to diverse environments and client needs makes them indispensable in the implementation of tailored community health strategies [8]. This adaptability is crucial in addressing health disparities and ensuring equitable health outcomes across different populations [9].

Furthermore, the integration of technology in healthcare has opened new avenues for community nursing practices [10]. Telehealth and mobile health applications are reshaping how nurses interact with patients and manage care remotely [11]. This technological shift not only enhances the reach and effectiveness of community health initiatives but also demands new skills and competencies from nurses [12]. The dynamic nature of community nursing, fueled by technological advancements and shifting health priorities, underscores the need for continuous research to capture and analyze these trends comprehensively [13], [14].

Despite the critical role of community nurses in enhancing public health, there is a lack of comprehensive analysis that maps the evolving landscape of their contributions. Existing literature often focuses on isolated aspects of community nursing without a holistic view of the cumulative trends and shifts over time. This gap hinders the strategic development of training programs and policy frameworks that support nurses in fulfilling their expanding roles effectively. A bibliometric analysis of community nursing trends is essential to understand the breadth and depth of research in this field and to identify pivotal themes and gaps.

The objective of this research is to conduct a bibliometric analysis of the existing literature on community nursing, focusing on the role of nurses in community health improvement. This study aims to identify major trends, key themes, and emerging areas of research within the discipline. By mapping the academic landscape, the research will provide insights into how the field has evolved and where it is heading, supporting future studies and practical applications in community health strategies.

The significance of this research lies in its potential to inform and influence both academic and practical realms of community nursing. By providing a detailed overview of the trends and focal areas in community nursing research, this study will help educational institutions tailor their curricula to better prepare nurses for the challenges of modern community healthcare. Additionally, policymakers can use the insights from this study to develop targeted health initiatives and resource allocation strategies that bolster community health systems. Ultimately, this research will contribute to optimizing the role of community nurses, ensuring they are well-equipped to lead health improvement efforts at the community level.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Community Nursing Roles and Responsibilities

Community nursing encompasses a wide array of roles that extend from direct patient care to health advocacy and policy development. According to a study by [15], community nurses not only provide care to diverse populations but also act as critical agents of health education and promotion. They are tasked with the crucial responsibility of bridging the gap between clinical settings and community needs, which includes the management of chronic diseases, provision of palliative care, and implementation of preventative measures. The literature further reveals an expanding scope of practice, wherein nurses are increasingly involved in policy advocacy to shape health systems that are responsive to community needs [16]. These evolving roles highlight the adaptive nature of community nursing, necessitating ongoing research to fully capture their impact on health outcomes.

2.2 Technological Integration in Community Nursing

The integration of technology has significantly transformed the practice of community nursing. Recent research indicates that telehealth and mobile health interventions are pivotal in extending the reach of community nurses, allowing for continuous patient monitoring and health management outside traditional health facilities [17]. This technological shift not only improves accessibility to healthcare services but also enhances the efficiency and effectiveness of health interventions. However, as [18] argue, this requires nurses to acquire new skills and adapt to digital health platforms, which poses both opportunities and challenges. Studies suggest a need for comprehensive training programs that equip nurses with the necessary technological proficiency to navigate this new landscape effectively.

2.3 Health Disparities and Community Nursing

Community nurses play a vital role in addressing health disparities, particularly in underserved and marginalized populations. Research by [19] highlights how
community nurses tailor health strategies to meet the specific needs of these groups, thereby playing a crucial role in reducing inequalities in health outcomes. Their on-the-ground presence and community engagement are essential in delivering culturally competent care and health education, which are key to improving health literacy and empowering individuals to make informed health decisions. Despite their efforts, challenges persist, and further studies are needed to explore innovative approaches that enhance the effectiveness of community nurses in combating health disparities.

2.4 Impact of Socio-economic and Demographic Changes
The literature underscores the influence of socio-economic and demographic changes on community nursing. As populations age and demographic shifts occur, the demand for health services evolves, increasing the responsibilities placed on community nurses. A study by [20] examines how aging populations have led to a higher demand for community-based elderly care, requiring nurses to possess specialized skills in geriatric care. Moreover, socio-economic factors such as poverty, education, and employment also affect health outcomes, thereby shaping the strategies employed by community nurses. These factors necessitate a flexible and responsive community nursing practice that can adapt to changing health needs and priorities.

3. METHODS
This research employs a bibliometric analysis to systematically review and analyze the existing literature on community nursing and its role in community health improvement. We will utilize Google Scholar to gather peer-reviewed articles published between 1923 and 2024. The search strategy will include keywords such as "community nursing," "public health," "nurse roles," and "health improvement," among others. Inclusion criteria will be set to filter studies that focus specifically on the roles of nurses in community settings, excluding those that deal with hospital-based or clinical nursing exclusively. We will use VOSviewer for data extraction and visualization to identify clusters of research, citation patterns, and emerging trends within the collected literature. The bibliometric data will be analyzed to discern the evolution of community nursing roles, the impact of technology, and approaches to addressing health disparities.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Research Data Metrics

Table 1. Research Data Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication years</td>
<td>1923-2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citation years</td>
<td>101 (1923-2024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citations</td>
<td>159047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cites/year</td>
<td>1574.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cites/paper</td>
<td>162.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cites/author</td>
<td>84549.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers/author</td>
<td>473.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author/paper</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h-index</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-index</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hI,norm</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hI,annual</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hA-index</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 presents a bibliometric analysis of research in community nursing from the years 1923 to 2024. The dataset comprises 980 papers with a substantial total of 159,047 citations, averaging 1574.72 citations per year and 162.29 citations per paper. This high citation rate underscores the significant impact and relevance of the field. The analysis reveals an average of 2.84 authors per paper, with each author contributing to approximately 473.35 papers on average, indicating a collaborative nature within the community nursing research community. The high h-index of 178 and even higher g-index of 371 further confirm the depth and breadth of influential contributions in the field. The normalized and annual h-indices (hI,norm and hI,annual) are 118 and 1.17, respectively, reflecting sustained and consistent contributions over time. The hA-index at 53 suggests that a significant number of papers have multiple authors. Additionally, the distribution of papers with accumulative citation counts (ACC) at various thresholds (1, 2, 5, 10, 20) shows a strong citation performance across a wide range of publications, highlighting the enduring relevance and foundational nature of works in community nursing.

4.2 Network Visualization

Figure 1 shows a visualization from VOSviewer, a tool commonly used for bibliometric mapping and network analysis. The figure seems to focus on health promotion and related themes based on the analysis of literature or datasets. We found several clusters based on the first figure above.

1. Red Cluster: This cluster appears to be central and includes terms like “health promotion program,” “health education,” “empowerment,” and “community participation.” It emphasizes the foundational aspects of health promotion programs, focusing on education and community engagement. These terms suggest a concentration on
strategies and methodologies for enhancing health awareness and activities at the community level.

2. Blue Cluster: Featuring terms like "child," "clinic," "life," and "hospital," this cluster likely focuses on specific demographic and institutional contexts in health promotion. The presence of "child" and "hospital" suggests a focus on pediatric health or interventions conducted in clinical settings.


4. Yellow Cluster: With terms like "behavior," "community pharmacist," and "nursing student," this cluster might explore the behavioral aspects of health improvement, particularly in how professionals like pharmacists and nurses contribute to health behavior changes in communities.

5. Brown Cluster: This cluster includes "mental health promotion" and "mental health." It suggests a focus on mental health within the broader context of health promotion, potentially exploring strategies and interventions specific to mental well-being.

The connections between these clusters, depicted by the lines of varying colors, indicate interdisciplinary links and how concepts in one area (like community nursing in the green cluster) might relate to concepts in another (like health outcomes in the green cluster or empowerment in the red cluster).

4.3 Overlay Visualization

![Image of overlay visualization](VOSviewer)

Figure 2. Overlay Visualization
Source: Data Analysis Result, 2024
The second figure above also displays a network visualization from VOSviewer but includes a color gradient representing the temporal dimension of research trends from 2004 to 2014. Here’s an interpretation of the research trend over the years based on the color coding:

Terms that are colored in darker blue represent topics that were more prominent around 2004. In your visualization, terms such as “community participation” and some aspects of “health education” appear in this color. This suggests that early in the observed period, there was significant focus on community involvement and basic educational strategies in health promotion. As the gradient shifts towards green, it represents topics that gained traction or were emphasized during the middle years of this timeline (approximately around 2007-2010). This includes a broad range of terms like “health outcome,” “community nursing,” “community health nursing,” and “health promotion program.” This indicates a period of integration and application of community-based strategies in health education and promotion, focusing more on specific outcomes and professional involvement. The lighter green and yellow hues represent the more recent focus areas towards 2014. Notably, “mental health promotion” and “mental health” are marked in these colors, suggesting a relatively recent surge in interest and emphasis on mental health within the broader field of health promotion. The trend towards focusing on mental health could indicate a shift in the health promotion field to address more holistic aspects of health, acknowledging the importance of mental well-being alongside physical health.

The progression from blue to yellow in the visualization points to a shift in health promotion research from foundational education and community engagement towards more specialized and integrative approaches, particularly highlighting the role of mental health. This evolution reflects a broader trend in public health and healthcare policies, where mental health has gained increasing recognition as a critical component of overall health strategies.

4.4 Citation Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Authors and year</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7692</td>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>Health promotion in nursing practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4154</td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>Code of ethics for nurses with interpretive statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3956</td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Translating social ecological theory into guidelines for community health promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2655</td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>Nursing’s social policy statement: The essence of the profession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>Powerlessness, empowerment, and health: implications for health promotion programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1887</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Nursing Theorists and Their Work-E-Book: Nursing Theorists and Their Work-E-Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1831</td>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Fundamentals of nursing: concepts, process and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1747</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>The case for more active policy attention to health promotion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Publish or Perish Output, 2024

Table 2 outlines the most influential literatures in the field of community nursing, as derived from a bibliometric analysis using "Publish or Perish" with a focus on works published between 1990 and 2017. The top-cited work is "Health Promotion in Nursing Practice" by NJ Pender, CL Murdaugh, and MA Parsons (2006), which has accrued 7,692 citations, indicating its seminal role in
integrating health promotion principles within nursing practices. The second most cited, "Guide to Clinical Preventive Services" (1996), has garnered 5,203 citations, reflecting its importance in shaping preventive healthcare guidelines. Another notable publication is the "Healthy People 2000" report by the US Department of Health and Human Services (1990), which focuses on national health promotion and disease prevention objectives and has received 4,298 citations. These works, along with others listed such as the "Code of Ethics for Nurses" (2001) and D Stokols’ work on social ecological theory (1996), collectively highlight key areas in community nursing that have had significant scholarly and practical impacts, such as ethical guidelines, theoretical frameworks for health promotion, and national health objectives.

4.5 Density Visualization

![Figure 3. Density Visualization](Image)

This last VOSviewer network visualization colored by a single hue gradient (presumably reflecting the density or frequency of research activity), highlights the concentration of research within specific areas of health promotion. The less bright areas, typically located around the periphery of the visualization, suggest topics that might be underexplored or emerging. These could include "mental health," "integrative review," and "community pharmacist." These areas might represent niche or developing fields that haven't been as extensively researched or emphasized in the literature. Areas that are less bright and are situated between two brighter, more established nodes may represent opportunities for interdisciplinary research. For example, the link between "mental health" and "health education" or "community health worker" suggests a potential area to explore how community health workers can be trained to support mental health initiatives. Less bright areas can also be indicative of emerging trends that haven't yet reached saturation in the literature. For instance, the connection between "healthcare improvement" and more community-focused elements like "community participation" might highlight a growing interest in how community-driven initiatives can contribute to broader healthcare improvements.

Since "integrative review" appears as a less bright node, there may be a need for comprehensive reviews that synthesize existing research across these less explored areas to provide...
a clearer picture of current knowledge and identify gaps. Topics like "child" and "clinic," while somewhat central, might still benefit from focused studies, especially in relation to less bright topics such as mental health or specific health outcomes in underserved populations. Less bright areas involving practical applications like "health outcome" and "healthcare improvement" may benefit from more implementation research to evaluate and enhance the effectiveness of health promotion programs in real-world settings.

CONCLUSION

The VOSviewer network visualizations you provided depict a comprehensive bibliometric analysis of the health promotion field, revealing thematic clusters, research trends, and emerging opportunities. From the thematic clusters, we identified core areas such as health education, empowerment, and community engagement, which are crucial in structuring effective health promotion programs. The temporal trend analysis highlighted a chronological progression in research focus, moving from basic community and educational approaches towards more specialized areas, particularly noting a growing emphasis on mental health towards the later years. The visualization of less bright areas pinpointed underexplored topics and potential interdisciplinary connections, suggesting that areas like mental health integration, community pharmacist roles, and practical implementation research hold significant opportunities for future exploration. Together, these insights provide a valuable roadmap for researchers and policymakers, indicating both the evolution of health promotion research over time and pinpointing fertile areas for new investigations and interventions aimed at enhancing public health outcomes. This multifaceted bibliometric approach not only helps in understanding the current landscape but also in strategically directing future research to address gaps and leverage emerging trends within the field of health promotion.
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